JAPANESE RESTAURANTS

DAOLE Restaurant
Open Hours: 11:00 - 14:30, 17:30 - 22:30
Address: No. 8 Beichen East Rd, Asian Games Village Apt, Floor 1, Chaoyang District, Beijing (Northwest of Anhui Bridge; east of the Bird Nest; Huiyuan)
Tel: +86 10 8498 0819 / 0820
CNY 127 per person as average
Good Japan-style food near the Bird Nest, good service, portions, reasonable price

QING YE Buffet
Open Hours: 11:00 - 23:00
Address: No. 8 Beichen East Rd, Asian Games Village Apt, Chaoyang District, Beijing (Northwest of Anhui Bridge; East of the Bird Nest; Between HuiYuan International apartment B and Beijing Northern Star Shopping Center)
Tel: +86 10 6499 1390
CNY 148 per person as average

UAMA TEPPANYAKI Restaurant
Open Hours: 11:30 - 14:30, 17:30 – 23:30
Address: No. 15 Anhui Li, Blk 4, Wu Kuang Mansion, Floor 1, Chaoyang District, Beijing (300m east of Anhui Bridge)
Tel: +86 10 6496 3666
CNY 174 per person as average
Japanese Barbecue, Popular "Teppanyaki Show Restaurant" with nearly a dozen Beijing locations.

Shotamuni Restaurant
Open Hours: 11:00 - 14:30, 17:30 - 22:30
Address: No. 27 N. 4th Ring Rd, Pangu 7-Star Hotel, Floor 21, Chaoyang District, Beijing (At Beichen West Road; Off the NW corner of the Water Cube)
Tel: +86 10 8485 5900/ 5800
CNY 144 per person as average

Kaden Minokichi
Open Hours: 11:00 - 14:30, 17:30 - 20:30
Address: No. 27 N. 4th Ring Rd, Pangu 7-Star Hotel, Floor 21, Chaoyang District, Beijing (At Beichen West Road; Off the NW corner of the Water Cube)
Tel: +86 10 59067650
CNY 3,240 per person as average
Contemporary Japanese setting; imported Australian Wagyu beef.